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Nick's Natter

Yet another month has whizzed by.  Another brilliant meeting at Santa Pod at the
beginning of the month followed by a fantastic holiday in Crete. Sun, sea and lovely
food.  Thanks to Chris Hartnell who in my absence kindly offered to oversee the
Breakfast Meet.

Next on the agenda is clerking the Pegasus Sprint which has a full entry.  Let’s hope
the weather is kind to us all, whether as a competitor or official. The next Breakfast
meet will be on Halloween and this will be the last one until March 27th 2022.  Dust
off your broomsticks and join us.

A Greek Waffle

Nick Wood



Editorial
Welcome to the October edition of Backfire, after a quiet August it has been a manic
September so far as the club and motoring with Madge has been concerned.

The month started with a trip to Brighton for the speed trials, not my most successful
outing did my best time in practice then got progressively slower but I did top 80mph
on the finish line which gave me something to smile about, fastest time of the day
went to Alex Collins in his Audi R8 plus with a top speed of 157 mph so madge was
not quite twice as slow as the winner @-)

A couple of weeks later Dave Cooper and I went to the Phil Price Rally School in
Llangunllo, and had a fabulous day learning all about steering with the throttle on a
muddy track in Wales. This was a great day out and I am wondering if anyone from
the club would like to join us if we go again ?

At the time I was on holiday and the next day I nipped up to Dingwall for the
beginning of a two day adventure along the west coast of Scotland. After driving up
the middle to Durness I headed south on the coastal roads to spend a night in Fort
William.

From there I nipped across the Atlantic at Clachan and continued along the coast
road all the way to Carlisle. On the last leg back to Bristol I made a detour to
Ambergate to visit The Great British Car Journey, a wonderful tribute to the British
motor industry, though I am sure at least one car there was built in Germany.

It was lovely to catch up with a few members at the September Breakfast Meet and
with luck I shall be attending the final one of the year on Sunday the 31st.

Next up will be the Pegasus sprint on October 16th which is looking promising on
the weather front.

In this month's issue Phil Jones
sells his Abarth to make space
for a …..  I will let you find out
within, but I am not sure how
much space he has made…...

Thanks also for the continued
flow of contributions from; Andy
Moss, Tim Murray, Richard
Reynolds, and our Chairman
Nick Wood.

Wishing you all a safe month’s
motoring.

Ralph Colmar



Events Calendar
Pegasus Breakfast Meet - Sunday 31st October

PETROL & STEAM Breakfast Meet

Pegasus Motor Club’s last Breakfast Meet for
2021 will be  31st October at Dean Forest
Railway, Forest Road, Lydney GL15 4ET
from 0930 hrs.

The next one will be March 27th 2022.

All forms of motor transport are welcome
including broomsticks.

Please feel free to dress for the occasion. Refreshments available.

Marshals Wanted

Great Western Sprint - Saturday 23rd October

Bristol Motor Club will be running the Great
Western Sprint on at Castle Combe Circuit in
accordance with all the appropriate guidelines
issued by Motorsport UK related to Covid-19.

We need marshals, no experience is necessary,
novices paired experienced members of the
team.

All Marshals will be given a free hot lunch in Café Bar ‘H’ in the paddock, quality
raffle draw and reward points for BMC members.

Contact :- Mike Cole, Chief Marshal Tel: 07980 416075 Twitter: @mcole7617

Invitations
BPMC members are invited to Avon, Bristol & Bath LOTUS meetings on the First
Tuesday of each month at The Bull in Hinton.

5-OCT Michael Hipperson on his Supercars & the Max Mosley LOTUS Elite.

2-NOVEMBER Brian Arculus on racing the Type 14 LOTUS Elite.

7-DECEMBER Steve Soper on his Motor Racing Career.



Breakfast Meet September 26th

Moto Guzzi 750S ‘67 Plymouth Barracuda

Porsche 911 Turbo Ford Coupe

Subaru Impreza MG Midget

Rover 3500 ‘59 Vauxhall Victor Super



PETROL & STEAM

Pegasus Breakfast Meet every last Sunday of

the month from July to October

Dean Forest Railway

Forest Road, Lydney, GL15 4ET

From 0930 hrs.  Refreshments available.

NEXT MEETING

Sunday 31st October



Brighton Speed Trials Sept 4th

Matt Johnson De Dion Curtiss OX5 Nicholas Allen - Austin 7 Shelsley Special

Andy Johnson - Toyota Corona Andrew Barron - Aston Martin Cygnet

Phillip Moules - Willys Coupe Tom Harris - Dodge Challenger SRT Demon

Mick Wilkes -  Bedford HA Redtop Turbo FTD Alex Collins - Audi R8 V10+



Automated Membership System
The system allows you to update your own information to ensure you get timely
information from the club including your renewal reminders. As well as these
benefits it reduces administration for the club volunteers and keeps your information
secure.

ALL members can check and update their details by accessing our membership
system at :- https://bristolpegasus.com/manage-your-membership/

All members now get membership for a year from renewal or joining date.

Video / Still Contributions for BPMC 75th Anniversary Video
Ben Bishop has offered to make a short video to celebrate the club’s 75 year history
and is looking for contributions of any film, video or photo materials members may
like to make available, you can contact Ben on bbbishop132<AT>hotmail.com

Club Facebook Group - This Month
Interesting posts on the club Facebook group recently
have included :-

● We now have 550 Members in the group
● Thruxton Classic Race Meeting Photos
● Event Updates
● Cotswold Motorsport Group Trials Championship
● ACE Tour Photos
● A Smokey Traction Engine
● James Bond Fiat Uno
● Fantasy F1 Score updates

NEW : You can now view the group without Joining facebook.
https://bristolpegasus.com/facebook-group

There are still a lot of club members who are not in the group. While you have to
join Facebook, you can do this with just your name and e-mail and there is no need
to post anything if you just want to view the group. There are a lot of other
interesting car and motorsport groups on facebook and again if you just want to
view these there is no reason to post any personal information.

https://bristolpegasus.com/manage-your-membership/
https://bristolpegasus.com/facebook-group


Fifty Shades of Red
Back to School

A couple of months ago Dave Cooper suggested a fun day out, either flying, his
other hobby, or rally school. We ended up attending the Phil Price Rally School for a
day at Knighton for a day a couple of weeks ago.

Coffee was served prior to our briefing with 6 other students. It was made clear that
most rally incidents are the result of entering corners too fast, shades of Institute of
Advanced Driving, and we would spend most of the day learning how to steer using
the throttle to slide round the corners of an off road course, a water bowser was
employed to maintain a slippery surface.

The concept of steering on the throttle involves lifting off at the correct moment
before entering a corner so that the rear end comes round when steering into a
corner and then easing onto the throttle to bring the tail out while keeping the front
wheels pointing in the direction of desired travel.

Sounds easy but my inbuilt sense of caution, better to arrive late than never,
required a fair amount of convincing. After attempting three laps of the course on my
own I went out with an instructor and could not believe he was telling me to go
faster 90% of the time, I am glad I did because sure enough the car, a rear wheel
drive Impreza picked up a huge amount of momentum when I was under instruction,
and the fun factor went through the roof as my reactions struggled to keep up with
what my instructor was telling me !

In between sessions on the slippery course we went out in a 4WD Impreza round a
test gravel stage, which is often used by works rally teams, that included every kind
of corner from sharp hairpin to open flowing, with steep gradients, jumps and a
couple of straights where one can open up the throttle in third.

This exercise gave us an idea of what it's like to drive with pace notes as the
instructor barked out directions, distances and hazards along with more
encouragement to go faster ! I had absolute confidence in what was being said and
by the end of the stage I was grinning from ear to ear keen for more.

In the afternoon the practice course was reversed and the highlight of the day was a
blast around the test stage in a Group A Impreza with the instructor at the wheel, for
me this alone was worth the price of admission going air bourne sideways at some
improbable speed landing and shooting off to a steep incline is a memory that will
remain with me for the rest of my days !

The day concluded with three timed laps round the slippery course, first clockwise
then anticlockwise and a finale where we chose our preferred direction. On the first
two runs I was deliberately cautious not wanting to either loose control or incur
penalties for hitting the tyres marking the course out and managed the same time in
both directions on the final run I was thrilled to find I had reduced my time by six
seconds.



Bristol Pegasus NEEDS YOU !
The successful running of club

events requires Marshals and Organisers
Get involved

Be close to the action
Meet Other Club Members

BPMC Pin Badges
Now available; Delightful 20mm diameter BPMC pin badges in black
nickel, red / white enamel finish. These are a must for club members and
available for £2.00 each from Alan Spencer.

BPMC polo or sweatshirts
Pick your colour and size, state whether polo or sweatshirt and how many, then
ring/email Alan Spencer with your order :- alan49spencer@gmail.com 01179

712587 Polo shirts £6.50 each and sweatshirts £10 - a bargain!

Sweatshirts & polo shirts are available in the following colours and sizes:
White, grey, light blue, royal blue and black - S, M, L and XL.

Help raise funds for Wiltshire Air Ambulance

Visit the bookshop www.bristolpegasus.com
and use the Amazon link to buy books, CD's /DVD's



It’s an uphill struggle….
In and out like a fiddler’s elbow…

The cars of course. Spring sprang and, unlocking from lockdown, strange electrical
misfires occurred in Jonsey’s head.

I am strangely unsentimental about my cars. I have no idea why that is. I work to
earn enough crust to be able to buy them in the first place – love them all, spend on
them, fuss over them and chat about them. I enjoy everything about buying, selling
(well maybe not selling), restoring, competing and running the classics. Yet there is
always a restless element that enables me to sell a cherished motor and obtain
another. Not necessarily better, just another on the list. I can’t explain it to myself
but, in a way, its liberating never being trapped in the current – the ‘today’.

The Abarth had sat on the trailer in the garage since it
last ran in Feb 2020 when Owen and I took it for a test
session at Llandow and it ran like a Swiss watch. But
seeing it sat there did not fill me with joy, so, time to
liquidate it (horrible term I know) and put the money into
something different – novel – useful. Not better. Different.
So off it went to a dealer’s showroom. We’ll see.

Like driving down a familiar road (fibreglass sportscars,
Italian oddities) and turning sharp left for no apparent
reason, I homed in on S1 Range Rovers. I am sure a few
of you are now scratching your heads. Yes I know they
were under BL influence, drink like a fish and, compared
with todays SUVs, are a mite clumsy but…John Steed
drove one. In Green. And I liked his Broadspeed replica

XJ12C too. I always wanted one.

Browsing the web I came to realise that the horse had partially bolted – the values
of S1 3 door Rangies are either impressive or ridiculous depending on your
appreciation of them.

It had to be an early 3 door or nothing and it seems they all looked much the same
until about 1982 – that’s a 12 year run. There were detail differences and RR nerds
will know what they are but, in general, they are all 3 doors and 3528cc on twin
carbs with 1970 (really ‘71 by the time they were available) Suffix ‘A’ commanding a
huge premium and prices decreasing until you get to 1978-80 at Suffix ‘F’. Srangely,
although there was a revision of D, it was never called ‘E’ and jumped straight to ‘F’.
Oh dear, what was that about nerds?



I nearly fell off my perch when I saw an ‘A’ fully restored for £150K, another at
£115K and one at JLR Classic at £100K. Good grief. It proves once more that
‘value’ is not at all related to ‘merrit’. Its related to people’s appreciation, market
trends, image, rarity and desirability. Usually the the most expensive things are
those that the wealthy will struggle to find. Its why footballers can earn more than
100 times what a Nurse earns. Where is the logic?

Back in 2019, I remember Owen and I strolling round the JLR ‘reborn’ stand at
Goodwood and, upon seeing the prices, almost needing a glass of water. What on
earth happened?

Anyway, a good trawl turned up plenty of crazy prices but I
was after something decent and significantly more affordable.
In the end, after much searching, I turned up a suffix ‘D’ 1976
in Lincoln Green which was a 10+ year old resto with a
galvanised chassis. It was very lovely but not perfect,
expensive but not truly silly and with a bit of potential left in it.
Meaning ‘things to fix’. I had never driven one before, so didn’t
really know what to expect other than a ‘BL breakdown’ but, in
fact, it was very entertaining. Nice woofly noise, lovely at idle,
soft, wallowy in a good way, easy to pilot and very comfy. I
was ‘in’.

Come the day of collection, I was driving the Jeep with the trailer and the C.O. was
not fussed on towing so she elected – bravely – to drive the Rangie home. To our
mutual surprise, she had no issues with the difficulty or reliability and it was a
pleasant experience all round. She almost liked it…

Meanwhile, the 350SL was nearly ready to collect from its historic rally prep and
general fettling – its 42 years old after all. I was dithering about tyres and so decided
to go and see some historic cars out on an event in the Midlands. It was really an
excuse to go and look at yet more old cars but I enjoyed it. The Wing Commander
got us there in perfect silence and comfort and looked quite lovely parked in a
picturesque village.

The rally was well attended by what looked like people desperately escaping lock
down. There were smiles of joy everywhere and it was quite uplifting. Everything
from a big Healey to a 240Z, 911s and a 1936 Singer. I was taken aback by the
sight of £500K’s worth of DB5 being used in anger. That’s the spirit. Brave man.



The following weekend I collected the 350SL and they
had done a nice job – very professional and everything
reversible. The drive home was brilliantly uneventful –
yes an R107 feels slightly vintage and mechancal, but
it’s a old Merc so its solid, smooth and just liovely to be
in. You realise that, back then, seating positions were
quite different and, with a little droop on (wait a minute,
I haven’t finished the sentence yet), the sun visor was
sat on my forehead which was damned annoying.
Nothing a bit of fiddling couldn’t fix when I got home.

The 3.5 litre iron block / alloy head V8 on mechanical
injection sounds lovely – a proper European revvy V8.

A week later I had a set of Michelin all season 3PMSF
tyres on its new 15x7 Mexican Hat wheels and the

remainder of the equipment installed. Time for a play with the Brantz gizzmos…

Jones the Speed



10% off for all Bristol Pegasus Motor Club Members with membership card.

For a free quotations and advice for restorations / repairs on all makes
please contact SGH Bodyworks

By Phone :- 01179 414 010

e-mail :-info@sghbodyworks.co.uk

or website:- https://www.sghbodyworks.co.uk/

SGH Bodyworks Unit 4-5,

Beehive Trading Estate, Crews Hole Rd, Bristol BS5 8AY.

mailto:-info@sghbodyworks.co
https://www.sghbodyworks.co.uk/




Bristol Pegasus Fantasy Formula One 2021

Bristol Pegasus Fantasy F1 - 2021

Positions after Russian GP
Entrant Driver 1 Driver 2 Team 1 Team 2 Engine Score

Martyn Davies Gasly Verstappen Ferrari Red Bull Ferrari 1000

Sam Thompson Gasly Verstappen Ferrari Red Bull Alpha Tauri 949

David Garnett Norris Sainz McLaren Red Bull Alpha Tauri 902

Helen Davies Norris Sainz McLaren Red Bull Alpha Tauri 902

Dick Craddy Räikkönen Verstappen Ferrari Red Bull Alpine 893

Joe Robson Gasly Leclerc McLaren Red Bull McLaren 886

Ken Robson Gasly Verstappen Alpha Tauri Red Bull McLaren 876

Ben Bishop Russell Verstappen Red Bull Williams Red Bull 860

Tim Murray Leclerc Verstappen Alpha Tauri McLaren Red Bull 849

Helena Sarsted Ricciardo Verstappen Ferrari McLaren Alpine 842

James Small Tsunoda Verstappen Alpha Tauri Red Bull McLaren 833

Alyson Marsden Gasly Verstappen Alpine Red Bull Alpine 830

Simon Moss Gasly Verstappen Alpine Ferrari Mercedes 829

Lisa Davies Norris Verstappen Alpha Tauri McLaren McLaren 824

Martin Emsley Sainz Verstappen McLaren Williams Mercedes 813

Andrew Moss Alonso Norris McLaren Red Bull Williams 812

Chris Thompson Norris Verstappen Haas McLaren Red Bull 805

Mike Marsden Ricciardo Verstappen Alpha Tauri Red Bull Williams 805

Dave Cooper Pérez Verstappen Alpha Tauri McLaren McLaren 800

Martin Baker Pérez Verstappen Alpha Tauri McLaren McLaren 800

Abi Reynolds Alonso Verstappen Alfa Romeo Red Bull Ferrari 792

Mark Hoppe Leclerc Verstappen Alfa Romeo Ferrari Mercedes 786

Gary Tanner Leclerc Tsunoda Alpha Tauri Red Bull Mercedes 774

Katie Davies Leclerc Tsunoda Alpha Tauri Red Bull Mercedes 774

Richard Reynolds Verstappen Vettel Alpine Ferrari Ferrari 767

Jamie Stevens Pérez Sainz Alpha Tauri McLaren Mercedes 764

Jerry Irwin Alonso Russell Ferrari McLaren Mercedes 763

Liz Ibrahim Ricciardo Verstappen Aston Martin Ferrari McLaren 732

Chris Bennett Räikkönen Pérez Alfa Romeo Red Bull Red Bull 730

Mark Niblett Norris Pérez McLaren Williams Mercedes 730

Matthew Stevens Ricciardo Vettel Red Bull Williams Red Bull 720

Charles Alexander Alonso Verstappen Alpine McLaren Alpine 711

Lesley Hart Gasly Sainz Alfa Romeo Mercedes McLaren 705

Robert Bull Norris Pérez Haas McLaren Mercedes 697



Laura Moss Pérez Russell Red Bull Aston Martin McLaren 697

Sharon Reynolds Räikkönen Schumacher Ferrari Mercedes Aston Martin 665

Neil Lock Bottas Gasly Alpine McLaren Ferrari 662

Ralph Colmar Norris Russell Mercedes Williams Alpine 662

Richard Ibrahim Gasly Leclerc Aston Martin McLaren Mercedes 662

Donny Allen Gasly Räikkönen Alfa Romeo Mercedes Red Bull 659

Jeff Oakley Alonso Leclerc Ferrari Aston Martin Mercedes 656

Matt Johnson Ricciardo Schumacher Aston Martin Red Bull McLaren 656

Merlyn Griffiths Norris Russell Aston Martin McLaren Mercedes 647

Bob Hart Hamilton Schumacher Red Bull Williams Alfa Romeo 638

Mary Craddy Räikkönen Ricciardo Alpha Tauri Mercedes Alpha Tauri 625

Mal Allen Räikkönen Vettel Alfa Romeo Red Bull Mercedes 621

Philip Turner Ocon Ricciardo Aston Martin Red Bull Alpha Tauri 621

Michael Griffiths Norris Stroll Aston Martin McLaren McLaren 598

Alison Bennett Ocon Russell Aston Martin McLaren Mercedes 573

Oliver Lock Ocon Stroll Alpha Tauri Mercedes Williams 562

Anthony Reed Pérez Vettel Alpine Aston Martin Red Bull 534

Formula One Calendar 2021
Round Grand Prix Circuit Race date

16 TBA

17 Japanese Grand Prix Suzuka International 10 October

18 United States Grand Prix Circuit of the Americas, Austin 24 October

19 Mexico City Grand Prix Autódromo Hermanos Rodríguez 31 October

20 São Paulo Grand Prix Autódromo José Carlos Pace 7 November

21 Australian Grand Prix Albert Park Circuit, Melbourne 21 November

22 Saudi Grand Prix Jeddah Street Circuit, Jeddah 5 December

23 Abu Dhabi Grand Prix Yas Marina Circuit, Abu Dhabi 12 December



Notice of AGM Monday 13th December 2021
The Annual General Meeting of the Bristol Pegasus Motor Club will be held on
Monday 13th December 2021 at BAWA Leisure Centre, Southmead Road, Bristol.
The meeting will commence at 8.00 p.m.

The AGM will be a combined 2020 and 2021 AGM with the 2020 AGM being
delayed by Covid.

Nominations for the Board of Directors should be submitted on the form in this
edition of Backfire, with the names and signatures of a proposer and seconder. Any
proposed changes to the Articles of Association should also be submitted to the
Secretary, Tim Murray, no later than 29th November 2021.

Please could those who hold perpetual club trophies ensure that they are returned
to Tim by the middle of November.

“Enclosed with next month’s Backfire will be our unaudited statutory accounts for the
year ended 31st October 2020 and 2021. Detailed accounts, including an income
and expenditure statement, will be available for inspection at our AGM on 13th
December 2021.”

Nomination for Board of Directors

Position Name Proposer

Position Name Proposer



2021 Events Calendar
Sat 16th October Pegasus Sprint Castle Combe
Sun 31st October Breakfast Meet Forest of Dean

Monday 13th December AGM & Club Night BAWA 8pm
Mon 27th December Bank Holiday Autosolo Brightside Aust

We are looking for members’ contributions on competitions, club matters and
journeys. Editor: Ralph Colmar Email: backfireATbristolpegasus.com

The views and opinions printed in this newsletter are those of the contributors and
not necessarily those of BPMC

Motorsport UK RS Clubman licence

Renew or Apply for your free 2021 Licence now !
From 2020 Motorsport UK introduced a requirement for all competitors to hold
a new RS Clubman licence as a minimum, which is free of charge. If you
compete, but don’t currently hold a licence you will need to apply for this. These
changes will affect Autotests,Trials, Cross Country, Road Rallying, 12 Cars and
Scatters. Passengers will also now be required to hold an RS Clubman licence.

The RS Clubman licence can be applied for online and aims to encourage more
grass roots participation, as well ensuring all Motorsport UK event competitors are
covered by comprehensive insurance. Additionally, licence holders will have access
to Motorsport UK’s Member Benefits Programme that includes the new upgraded
personal accident cover.

Online Application for the FREE RS Clubman licence begins here:-
https://rsclubman.motorsportuk.org/

https://rsclubman.motorsportuk.org/

